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Localization of modules over a commutative ring R with respect to a 
multiplicatively closed subset S of R is an exact functor with a large number 
of remarkable properties, some of which are listed in Theorem 3.76 of [ 11. 
The fifth property listed there, namely: 
(LI) The localization S-‘E of any injective R-module E is 
an injective Sp ‘R-module, 
is remarkable indeed, since it is false! Reiner has already pointed out the 
error in the proof of this part of Theorem 3.76 to the author of [ 11, who has 
issued an errata sheet giving a correct proof of (LI) for noetherian rings 
R-a fact which is well known. 
We shall here give two examples (in Theorems 25 and 28 below) showing 
that arbitrary R and S need not have the property (LI). We will also give a 
small positive result (Theorem 15 below) showing that (LI) holds for certain 
non-noetherian R and certain S. In particular, if R is the polynomial ring 
k[x, , x2 ,...I in a countable number of variables x, over a non-zero noetherian 
ring k, then (LI) holds for all choices of S (see Corollary 17 below). Since R 
is a polynomial ring over k in an uncountable number of variables for one of 
our counterexamples to (LI) (in Theorem 25), and is a factor ring of 
k[x,, x,3-.1 in the other counterexample, the situation is rather delicate, and 
little of use can be said about the general problem. 
Localizations have been studied and used intensively for several decades. 
So it is highly unlikely that our examples are the first to be discovered for 
which (LI) fails. However, the earlier ones seem to have slipped from the 
general memory, and several inquiries to experts in the field have failed to 
recall them. Undoubtably the authors of such examples will be as happy to 
bring them to our attention as we shall be to bring them to yours. 
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I. A CRITERION 
fix a commutative, associative ring 
m licatively closed subset S of R contai 
shall always understand a left, unitary R-modul 
ring obtained from R by localiz 
morphism of R into S-‘R. The 
-module h4 is then an S’R-mo 
that the kernel of the natural map 19~ : M -+ S- ’ 
rad(M) = ker(8,) = {m E MI s 
of & call rad(M) the S-radical of iV& and say that 
~o~~~e if it equals its S-radical, i.e., if S-l 
The ring homomorphism 8: R -+ S- ’ makes every S-r 
module. It is elementary to verify that: 
omn(M, N) = Homs-,R(M, N) 
from which it follows easily that any S-“R-module that is injective as 
module is injective as an S’R-module. e of this last rema 
simple consequence of the fact that S-’ -module. Thus we 
(2) An S-IR-module is S-‘Ii-injective if apzd only f it is 
R-injective. 
In particular, the natural map of injectives associated with ioc 
is restriction from S’R-modules to R-modules. 0 it is not as surprising as 
it might appear at first glance that the opposite map S-’ does not always 
preserve injectivity. 
If P is any ideal of R, then restriction defines a natural 
res = resI : Hom,(R, N) -+ 
for any R-module N. 
LEMMA 3. Let E be any R-module. Then S-‘E is an injective S-“R- 
module &f and only if: 
(4) om,(I, &‘,(E))/res(Hom,(R, O,(E))) 
R-module, for every ideal I of 
rooJ: In view of (2) it suffices to show t at S”E is R-injective if and 
only if (4) holds. 
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Suppose that S-‘E is R-injective. Then any R-homomorphism f of any 
ideal I of R into the submodule 0,(E) of S-‘E extends to an R- 
homomorphism g of R into S-‘E. There is some element s E S such that 
sg(1,) lies in S,(E) (see Corollary 3.72 in [ 11). It follows that sg maps R 
into B,(E), so that sf = res(sg) lies in res(Hom,(R, e,(E))). Thus (4) holds if 
S-‘E is injective. 
Now suppose that (4) holds. By Baer’s Criterion (see Theorem 3.20 of 
[I]) S-‘E will be injective if any R-homomorphismfinto S-‘E of any ideal 
J of R can be extended to an R-homomorphism g of R into S-‘E. Evidently 
I =f -‘(8,(E)) is also an ideal of R, and the restriction e of f lies in 
Horn&, B,(E)). By (4) there exist s E S and h E Hom,(R, B,(E)) such that: 
se = res(h): 1-t e,(E) G S-‘E. 
Because B(s) is a unit of S-‘R, the map: 
g=B(s)-‘h: R+S-‘E 
is a well-defined R-homomorphism such that h = sg. 
We claim that f is the restriction of g to J. For any j E J the element 
f(j) E S-‘E satisfies: 
s’f (A =f WA E e&9 
for some s’ E S. Thus s’j lies in I, and we have: 
e(d) f (j) = ss’f(j) = sf (s’j> = se(s’j) = h(dj) = sg(s’j) 
= ss’g(j) = e(d) g(j) E s-‘E. 
Since B(ss’) is a unit of S-‘R, this implies that f (j) = g(j). Thereforefis the 
restriction of g to J, which completes the proof of the lemma. 
When E is injective, a little bit of cohomology can change (4) to a more 
useful form. 
LEMMA 5. Let E be an injective R-module, and I be an ideal of R. Then 
there is a natural isomorphism of R-modules: 
Hom,(L e,(E))/res(H om,(R, 0,(E))) 1: Ext#, rad(E)). (6) 
ProoJ: Since R is a projective R-module, the natural exact sequence: 
O+I+R+R/I+O 
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determines long exact Ext-sequences giving ~-is~m~r~~isms: 
y (1) we have another short exact R-sequence: 
0 -+ rad(E) --$ E + O,(E) + 
with injective middle term E. This yields a long exact ~xt-sequence giving an 
-isomorphism: 
Ext#/I, e,(E)) CT Ext;(R/B, ~-ad(E)). 
This and the two preceding isomorphisms give that of (6) an 
proved. 
Ef E is an injective R-module, then Lemmas 3 an.d 5 imply that S-“E is 
injective if and only if we have: 
Extk(IY rad(E)) is an S-radical 
for any ideal I of I?. Now we shall fix an ideal I 
for all injective R-modules E. We shall answer 
~~~~on f I3 i.e., an exact R-sequence: 
where F is a free R-module. 
bMMA 9. An ideal 1 of R satisfies (7),for all injective 
and only if its presentation (8) satisfies: 
(10) If L is any R-submodule of K such that K/L is an ~-~ad~~a~ 
rnod~~e~ then there exist alz R-submodule of F and an element s E S sac 
lhat: 
(I la) F/M is an S-radical R-module, 
(Ilb) s(Mn K) EL. 
ProoJ Suppose that (7) holds for all injective -modules E. Let L be 
-s&module of K such that K/L is -radical -module. Then the 
1 e~im~rphism e: K -+ K/L lies in &C, rad(E)), where E is any 
injective extension module of K/L. The exact sequence (8) induces an exact 
-sequence: 
Hom,(F, rad(E)) -+ Horn,@, rad(E)) --p Ext#3 cad) -+ (12) 
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since F is free. By (7) there is some s E S such that se has image 
0 E Ext#, rad(E)), and thus is the image of somefE Hom,(F, rad(E)). The 
R-submodule M= ker(f) satisfies (lla) since the coimage F/M of f is 
isomorphic to a submodule of the S-radical module rad(E). Furthermore, 
(11 b) holds since A4 n K is the kernel of the restriction se off to K, while L 
is the kernel of e. Therefore (10) holds if (7) does for all injective E. 
Now suppose that the presentation (8) satisfies (lo), Then (12) is an exact 
R-sequence, for any injective R-module E. Hence any a E Exti(I, rad(E)) is 
the image of some e E Hom,(K, rad(E)). In that case L = ker(e) is an R- 
submodule of K such that K/L is an S-radical R-module. Property (10) gives 
us an R-submodule M of F and an element s E S satisfying (11). It follows 
from (1 lb) that MfJ K E ker(se). Hence se: K t rad(E) induces an R- 
homomorphism (se)’ of (M + K)/M N K/(Mn K) into rad(E). Since E is 
injective, (se)’ can be extended to an R-homomorphism f ‘: F/M+ E. By 
(1 la) s’ sends F/M into rad(E), and so induces an R-homomorphism 
f: F-, rad(E) having se as its restriction to K. Since (12) is exact, we 
conclude that the image sa of se is 0. Therefore (7) holds, and the lemma is 
proved. 
Notice that Lemma 9 implies that one presentation (8) of I satisfies (10) if 
and only if all such presentations do. So Lemmas 3, 5, and 9 prove: 
THEOREM 13. A commutative ring R and a multiplicatively closed subset 
S of R have the property (LI) if and only if each ideal I of R has a presen- 
tation (8) satisfying (10). In that case any presentation (8) of any such ideal 
satisfies (10). 
2. POSITIVE RESULTS 
We shall study the case in which the above R and S satisfy: 
(14a) R is a coherent ring, 
(14b) If I is a finitely generated ideal of R and s is any element of S, 
then the increasing chain: 
of ideals of R breaks off, 
(14~) Each ideal of R is countably generated. 
Here, as in [ 11, R is coherent if every finitely generated ideal I of R is 
finitely presented, i.e., has a presentation (8) in which the free R-module F 
has finite rank and the submodule K is finitely generated. In that case 
Schanuel’s lemma implies that any presentation (8) of I in which F has finite 
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rank &as a finitely generated K. Indeed, any ex 
a ~~it~~y generated R-module (free or not) 
KC corollary 3.63 of [I]). 
course, the ideal (1: s”) in (14b) is the set of all Y E such. that s”r E I. 
t 5. If R and S satisfy (14), thelz they havle the ~~~~~r~y ( 
t I be any ideal of R. By (14~ 
a countable number of elements i,. 
in which F is free with a countable basis f, ,fz ,‘.* such tkatf, is sent onto i,, 
for all n. 
Let L be any R-submodule of K such that K/L is an S-ra Lde. 
We shall construct a sequence of elements , ) s2,... in 
for all n > 1. Then M = (s,fi, s2f2 ,...) will be an ~-s~bmod~Ie ofF such that 
F/M is an S-radical R-module and MC? K c L. So (8) will satisfy (IO), and 
Theorem 13 will imply the present heorem. 
Suppose we have already chosen s 1 ,..., sn E S satisfying (16) for some 
n > 0 (here the empty set generates the 0 submodule of F). t G be the 
submod~l~~ 
G= (s~fwmkfa+A 
of the free submodule (f,,..., f , i) of I;. Then (8) induces an exact 
sequence: 
where J is the finitely generated ideal (sli, ,..., s, i,, i,, :) 
coherent and G is also finitely generated, we conclude 
finitely generated submodule of (fl,..*,jn+ i). Silence the 
a: r,f, i- .** + rn+lf,+, +-+ r,,,, for all rl,-*: i-,+1 E R, 
of (fi >-., Jm+ 1> onto R sends G n K onto a finitely generated i 
Let L’ be the image rc(G n L) G K’. Since K/L is an S-radi 
Gn K)/(G n L) and its image K/L’. ecause K’ is finitely 
there is some s E S such that: 
SK’ c L’. 
y (14b) there is some integer m $ 0 for which: 
(K’ :P) = (K’ :,s~+~) = ((K’ :sm): s). 
48 1 ‘fl’)iZ~! 2 
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It follows that: 
skR n (K’ : sm) = sk(K’ : sm), for all k > 0. 
If we set s,+, = P+l, this implies that: 
S ,,,,RnK’~s”+‘(K’:s”)~sK’~L’. 
Any element f of (slfl ,..., s, + lfn + 1 ) n K lies in G. Hence n(f) lies in 
S ,,,RnK’cL’. Thus there is some element g E Gn L such that 
n(g) = n(f). It follows thatf- g E G n K has trivial n-projection, and hence 
lies in (s,f i,..., s,&) nK, which is contained in L by (16). Therefore 
J= g + (f-g) lies in L, and (16) holds with n + 1 in place of rt. This 
completes the inductive construction of the s, E S satisfying (16) for all IZ. 
So the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 17. If R is the polynomial ring k[x,, x2,...] in a countable 
number of variables x, with coefficients in a noetherian ring k, then R and 
any multiplicatively closed subset S of R have the property (LI). 
Proof. Using the fact that any finite number of elements of R are 
contained in one of the noetherian subrings k[x, ,..., xJ, over which R is a 
polynomial ring in the remaining variables x, + 1 ,..., one easily verifies that R 
and S satisfy (14). 
3. NEGATIVE RESULTS 
We now suppose that R is the polynomial ring: 
R =k[y,xnla EA] wa> 
in variables y and x,, a E A, where A is some index set and k is some non- 
zero commutative ring with identity. For S we choose: 
S={y’lnEN}, W) 
where N is the set of natural numbers {0, 1,2,...}. 
We shall investigate the condition (10) for the ideal: 
I= (x,/a EA) (19) 
generated by the x,. This ideal has a presentation (8) where F is a free R- 
module on generators X,, one for each a EA, and the epimorphism sends 
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Xa onto x,, for all er E A. To describe K it is co~~en~e~~ ts introduce a total 
order < on the set A. For any such order we easily verify that: 
(2Oa) K is generated by the elements: 
z,s, =x,x* --X,X,8, 
for all a’, a in A with a’ < a, 
(2 K/IK is a free module over the ring with the 
z a’a + fx a’, a E A, a’ < a, as a basis. 
Let L. be the R-submodule: 
L = ( yh(*‘*a)Za’al ’,aEA,a’ <a)+ (21) 
of K, where h is any function from A X A to IN. 
LEMMA 22. If there exist an R-submodule of F and an element s E S 
satisfying ( ! I ), then there is a function f: A -+ N such that: 
~?(a’, a) < Max(S(a’), f(a)), fop all CX’, a E A with CY’ < CL (24: 
PWOJ: y (18b) we have s = y”, for some n E N. In view of (1 la) there 
is some function g: A --t N such that: 
yg”““X, E A4 for all a E A. 
It follows from this (20a), and (1 lb) that: 
Y iMax(g(a’),g(czu)) +n  a’a EL fir ail a’, a E A with a’ < a. 
In view of (21) and (20b), this implies the lemma with: 
f(a) = da> + MY for all aEA. 
e have not yet specified A. We now choose it to be the disjoint union: 
A=NLJN’ (24) 
of N and the set N ’ of all functions from N to N ~ 
THEQREM 25. For the above choice of A, the ring and m~lti~licat~~el~~ 
closed subset S given by (18) do not have the property (LT). 
ProoJ: We form the ideal I and its presentation i(8) as above. e choose 
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the order < on A so that any element lz E n\l is smaller than any function 
g E n\r”. Then we define L by (21), where the function h is chosen so that: 
h(n, g) = g(n) -i- n + 1, foraEZnEN,gEINN. (26) 
If R and S have the property (LI), then Theorem 13 and Lemma 22 give us 
a function f: A -+ N satisfying (23). If g E NR‘l is the restriction off to the 
subset [N of A, then n <g, for any 12 E N, so that (23) and (26) give: 
g(n) + n + 1 = WY g) < Max(f(n>, Xd> = Max(d4, f(d), 
for all n E FJ. Evidently this forces Max( g(n), f(g)) to bef( g). So we have: 
n < g(n) + n + 1 <f(g), for all n E N, 
which is impossible since f( g) E lN. Therefore the theorem holds. 
Notice that the above R and S satisfy (14a) and (14b) when the ring k is 
noetherian. Of course they do not satisfy (14c), since the set A of (24) is 
uncountable. To obtain a counterexample satisfying (14~) and (14b), but not 
(14a), we can pick R to be the algebra: 
R =k[y,xO,xl,... lxnxm=O,for alln, mE IN] (274 
generated over a non-zero noetherian ring k by elements y, x,, rz E N, subject 
only to the indicated conditions. As before we set: 
s= {y”lnE N}. (27b) 
It is easy to verify that R and S satisfy (14b) and (14~). 
THEOREM 28. The R and S given by (27) do not have the property (LI). 
ProoJ: The ideal I = (x0) of R has a presentation (8) in which F is R and 
the epimorphism sends 1, onto x,,. The kernel K is clearly the ideal 
( x0, Xl ,-** ) of R, and thus satisfies: 
(29) K is a free module over R/K ‘Y k[ y] with x0, x1 ,... as a basis. 
Let L be the submodule: 
L = (y”x,ln E IN) (30) 
of K. Then K/L is an S-radical R-module. If R and S have the property (LI), 
then Theorem 13 gives us an R-submodule M of F = R and an element s E S 
satisfying (11). By (1 la) and (27b) there exist IZ, m E N such that y” E M 
and s = y”. Then (1 lb) implies that L contains ymx,+,+ I y” = y”‘+“x,,,+ ,+ 1, 
which is impossible by (29) and (30). So the theorem is proved. 
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e do not have an example of a ring R and ~u~t~~~~cativel~ clos 
S satisfy~~~ (14a) and (14~) for which the property ( 
1. 3. 3. ROTMAN, “An Introduction to Homologicai Algebra,” Academic Press, New York, 
1919. 
